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is incomplete. Awaiting freedom are Jews in the Soviet Union, 
Ethiopia, Yemen, Syria and Iran. This has been the greatest 
rescue movement in history. The stories must be told and 
the dedicated work of 2,000 volunteers be acknowledged. 

DAWN OF A NEW AGE 

Most Sages teach that the · Redemption will occur not in 
a single cataclysmic moment, but as a series of events 
ultimately leading to the Complete Redemption. Our generation 
has witnessed extraordinary marvels which amply demonstrate 
that we now live in the period referred to by the Sages as 
the Beginning of the Redemption. This is the dawn which will 
inexorably lead to the flowering of the Messianic Era. 

This work consists of two sections. In the first, the 
author describes recent history, demonstrating that this is 
truly the Beginning of the Redemption. He describes the 
miraculous story of the State of Israel as well as the 
significance of the State for the ·Jewish people and the 
world. In addition, he examines the exceptional advances that 
man has recently made in many fields of. endeavor, and the 
pivotal role that we now play in World History. 

In the second part of the book, the author presents an 
anthology of ·texts from the biblical period to the present 
supporting this thesis. 

During the dawn the earth is in darkness then, gradually 
the first rays of sunlight brighten the sky. We are now in 
the Dawn of a New Age ~- · There is darknes~ all around us, but 
we can anticipate the .first glimmerings of sunlight. In this 
book we will examine the dawn as well as the bright sunshine 
that will come. 

GUIDE TO RITUAL CIRCUMCISION AND REDEMPTION OF THE FIRST-BORN SON 

This guide is the first comprehensive work in the English 
language on ritual circumcision and redemption of the first
born son. The author has collected material from biblical, 
rabbinic and scientific sources and presents them in a 
systematic form. 

The texts of the rites are offered with a new translation 
and t ·ransliteration. Additional teJ_Cts are offered for special 
occasions. Footnotes and extensive rabbinic and medical 
bibliographies are also included: 
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PREFACE 

Rabbi Gilbert s. Rosenthal 
Executive Vice President, New York Board of Rabbis 

Secretary, B:tith Milah Boards 

Circumcision, Brith Milah, is one of the first and 

foremost commandments given to the Jewish people. Indeed, 

before we became a people covenanted to the Torah, we were 

a people covenanted by c 'ircumcision for the mitzvah of 

milah dates to Abraham. It is the mark in the flesh that 

we are al-1 Israel's sons; it is the first commandment a 

Jewish male observes (.albeit unwittingly); it is a sign 

between the Creator and Israel that we are His covenanted 

people forever. It is no accident that the organ of 

procreation is singled out for the surgery. In doing so 

we say, "This covenant is 'for you and your descendants and 

for theirs -after them -- forever." 

It i~ noteworthy that circumcision assumed paramount 

importance in Jewish life precisely when Judaism was 

threatened with annihilation. The Hellenist party of 

assimilationist Jews in· · the ·time of the Maccabees are 
. . 

reported to have sought to ·undo their circumcision by painful 

plastic surgery in order to "._pass" into the Greek world. 

Three centuries later in the days· of the Roman Emperor 

Hadrian, circumcision was outlawed on· penalty of death, no 
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doubt in order to stamp out Judaism once and for all. The 

tensions of the times are reflected in this Midrash (Mekt.ilt a 

Yitro II, p. 247 ed. Lauterbach): 

"To those who love Him and keep His cornman~ents" 
(Deuteronomy 7:9). To whom does this refer? 
It refers to the Jews who gave their lives to 
observe the mitzvah. "Why are you being led 
out to execution?" "Because I circumcised my 
son to enter him into the covenant of Israel . " 

Clearly, Jews were prepared to lay down their lives 

in defense of this core mitzvah. I .know of Jews in the 

Soviet Union who had their so.1:is circumcised clandestinely . 

at night fully aware. that exposure would have resulted in 

imprisonment. instinetively, they felt that without milah 

what chance for Jewish survival is there? Doubtlessly, 

this is why the sages declared in obvious hyperbole that 

"the commandment of circumcision is so great that it equ~ls 

all of the other mi tzvot. of the Torah" (Nedarim 32 a) . 

Historically, theologically, religiously, and 

sociologically milah is a vitally important precept that 

deserves to be stressed and reevaluated constantiy. There 

are, it seems, ever new and fresh overtones and nuances 

connected with circumcision. For example, i,t has been 

suggested that one of the reasons for the tragic rampage of 

AIDS in parts of Africa is the failure of male~ to 

practice circumcision. All the evidence is not in, but it 

seems as if the reasons for the Divine laws are constantly 

unfolding like some great tapestry. 
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Consequently, it is .important to disseminate knowledge 

of the pnportance qf milah especiali'y in: this age of 

sexual· licentiousness · anq dangers. It is necessary and 

good that we convene periodic conferences of urologists, 

surgeons, epidemiologists, rabbis, and sages who share 

the~r acclµll~lated wisdo~ and reveal new insights into the 

recondite glo~ies .of one of .God's most remarkable 

. imper~tives. We are deeply grateful to Rabbi Eugene Cohen 

and t.h~ rabbis aJ:1d physicians who participated in this 

symposium le-shern shamayirn, "for the sake of Heaven." 
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Rabbi Eugene. J. Cohen, Ph.D.: 

:i: am Vf?.ry happy to introduce Dr. Donald Gribetz. He 

is a world renowned Professor of Pedia~rics. He has many 

qualities: Chairman of the Physicians' Conunittee for UJA 

in this area; Chai·rman of the ··Medical Ethics Seminars in 

this Medical ~chool; .he. spends a month "each ·year i ·n Israel 

teaching the pediatric·ians there how to be better 

pediatricians; he and his brother Dr. Irwin spend hours 

each day convincing parents to have . a Br.itli Milah rather 

than a medical procedure. But al:;>ove ··all his ..J.. 1 ? I ( .. ..fl/ 9 fl · 
are exemplary. It is, therefore, a distinct honor to 

introduce a dear friend, a friend of everyone, Dr. Donald 

Gribetz. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

After an introduction like that, if I say anything, 

I can ruin it. 

Welcome to the Mount Sinai School of Medicine, and. we 

h9pe that 9uring this day, we will have a p~oductive and 

informative session on the newest thinking on circumcision 

in general, and how this might apply to ) (, ~ ~·· "i ? • 

This Symposium is sponsored by: The Department of 

Urology, the Jack and Lucy Clark Department .of Pediatrics, 

the Page and William Black Post-Graduate School of Medicine 

of the Mount Sinai School of Medicine (CUNY) and the 
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Brith Milah Board of New York and International Brith Milah 

Board. 

None of the, sponsors and nothing that we · have done 

would have been possible without Rabbi Cohen. I continuously 

admire his t1reless efforts for upgrading .Brith Milah, and 

his uncanny way of getting .. people to work wi.th him. Without 

him, there would be no Symposium. 

The. last time we met, it was to discuss the negative 

writings in the ·medical literature, which was subsequently 

mirrored in the media. I remarked then about our con·cern 

with this aspect and the growing indifference of Jewish 

couples to the fact that Brith Milah is an integral part of 

our tradition. 

Two recent medical findings have con.ferred a more 

positive attitude to surgical circumcision. We are all 

familiar with the f .irst, i.e., the decreased incidence of 

urinary tract infection in neonates who have been circumcised 
• 

in contrast with those who were not circumcised; and the 

second the increased incidence of AIDS, certain venereal 

infections in ·non-circumcised males and perhaps even in 

their partners. These factors have provided a better 

outlook for circumcision than in the past. 

I~ is to be hoped that our particular problem, Brith 

Milah, will be enhanced by the above new findings together 

with the fact that young couples may be further taught and 
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encourag~d concerning the covenental and ·the ritual aspects 

of circumcision. The incidence of .3r.ith r.:ilah may be 

increased. Symposiums such as these will be of benefit. 

We have arranged a .panel of my colleagues to discuss 

some of the newer findings. 

·r would ·like to introduce Dr. Elliot Leiter whom many 

of you know. He is a senior .urologist at Beth Israel 

Hospital and professor of Urology at the Mount Sinai School 

of Medicine. He will discuss the newer technical aspects 

of circumcis.ion. 

Dr. Elliot Leiter: 

I will discuss the technical aspects in the performance 

of circumcision and how to avoid complications as well as 

the new surgical techniques · that we use to reconstruct the 

penis when ci~cwncision is impossible because of the 

congenital anomalies. 

Inspite of the optim.:j.sm of Dr. Gribetz, namely that 

circumcision appears to be out of the Dark Ages, being 

decried by the Academy of P~diatrics, I think that we in 

medicine, and you as an extension of that, we are 

struggling with quite another problem that is at least as 

difficult to handle. The conviction on the part of the 

public that they truly understand the ramifications of the 

medical care and their urtwillingn~ss to abdicate the 
-· 

position of decision making to any other than themselves. 
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You may wonder why I am going off on this nsocial kick," 

but you must realize .that you can not fall back on anything 

but a) your image; b) your convictions; and c) your 

knowledge.· This is the importance of this type of meeting. 

You will find that parents· are suspicious of us, and 

probably more suspicious of you as mohelim practicing surgery. 

I think that you have to express your confidence, and your 

knowledge of the literature. Should you sense more 

suspicion, fall back on either a pediatrician or a urologist 

with whom you have established a relationship. It will be 

easier to tell a concerned parent: uBring the child to a 

pe~iatrician or to a .urologist." ·This will relieve you of 

your burden. 

Many of you have se~n hypospadius. The standard 

answer that we formerly gave was that such children should 

not be circumG.ised until the decision has been made as to 

whether they will need repair, which is done between the 

ages of six to twelve or eighteen months. That is no 

longer so. Most of the children with minor degrees of 

hypospadius can be circumcised at the correct time. This 

is ~portant to satisfy the ritual. We are not out to 

. fool God, we can not fool Him. You have to be aware of 

the fact that just because a .child has hypospadius does 

not mean that the foreskin has to be · saved:. More 

important than whether ·the child has hypospadius is: 
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a) how severe is the hypospadius: and b) how curved is the 

penis. If it is curved, how severe is the chordee? The 

vast majority of children where the hypospadius originates 

close to the g1ans penis, and in whom there is no chordee, 

and that is critLcally important. Most children can be 

circumcised at eight days. But . it is very important for 

you to be aware i.f there is curvature of signif·icance. I 

would say to you: "Do not make the decision." You are · 

much better off not making the decision. But do not d~cide 

that because there is hypospadius, circumcision ·can not be 

done. When you see a child who was born at New York 

Hospital, Presbyterian Hospital or any other place where. 

there is no coitUnitment to ritual circumcision, they will 

say: "Circumcision is not possible now, you will have to 

wait six or eight . months." You do not have to accept. ·that. 

Yo.u will find in New York, urologists who are committed to 

circumcision who can give you an opinion that is based on 

equal scientific merit, but with conviction that ritual 

circumcision should be ·done at the correct time, if at all 

possible •. 

. The reason that you do not want to circumcise a child 

who has either chordee or hypospadius ±s because you will 

need the foreskin for rebuilding the penis. The foreskin 

is one of the two places where there is hairless . skin. The 

other rlace is the eyelid which is not -a very good ·place 
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from which to transplant skin. The foreskin is readily 

available and in place. It is perfectly correct to remove 

the foreskin when it will not be needed • 

. The reason it is needed ·is that when the. ·opening is 

too far back and the tube h~s to be rebuilt, the skin is 

ne~ded to construct a tube, or if it is so curved that 

when it is straightened-out there will be a defect and 

skih is needed to correct the defect. 

The second reason is that much less skin is required 

than has been previously maintained. Even after a 

circumcision there is an abundant amount of skin on the 

penis to fill in for a degree of curvature. But you will 

need al:"l th~ skin if there will be repair beyond a m.inimal 

amount of hypospadius. 

Hypospadius is very easy to recognize. Generally 

a child will be seen by a pediatrician, but in the unlikely 

event that you are the· first to ·see it, remember that you 

will rarely see a child whose foreskin is complete with 

hypospadius.. On the other hand, you can see a child whose 

foreskin is incomplete; this does not mean that the child 

has hypospadius, but you have to be certain that he does 

not .have hypospadius. Foreskin, embryologically, forms 

after the.urethra .has ·reached -the tip of the penis. If the 

urethra has reached the tip ·of the penis, the foreskin may 

not yet close. If the foreskin has com~leted its 

circumference, you will not see hypospadius. 
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The repairs that we do now, we did not - do ten or 

fifteen years ago. The .minor · degrees of hypospadius 

without chordee, we would ignore. We would tell the 

parents that .the complications· of repair are such that it 

is _not worth taking the risk to fix it. Today, there is 

hardly a child with any degree of hypospadius that does 

not get a repair even if it is cosmetic in nature. It is 

done on ambulatory surgical basis with g~neral anaesthesia. 

The. minor degree can be fixed in .thirty or forty minutes. 

The children are circumcised at the same time, if· they 

haven't been circumcised be.fore. They do not require 

catheters afterwards, with the minor degree of hypospadius. 

If the hypospadius is more, it is still generally done on 

an ambulatory basis, although the more severe case may 

require the child remaining in the hospital a day or two. 

They will go home with catheters. 

I would s~y that from the point of view of the 

suspicion that we see in medical ·practice, that will be 

transmitted t~ you, as well. The most important thing 

that you can do is to have the children and the parents 

evaluated by you, before the circumcision is pertormed. 

Think about it for a moment. . I, as a surgeon, would 

never do surge_ry .on a child without. having a pediatrician 

seeing the child first, and say: "·This child ·is O .K. for 

a surgical procedure." I . w0uld hope that you as moheli,m 
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do the same. It is not wise in Amer ic·a at the end of the 

twentieth century to do circumcision on a child without a 

pediatrician, having his reputation on the line, as much 

as yours is! There is no reason why you should shoulder 

the responsibility. so·, the first thing you do is to 

ascertain that some doctor has seen the child, and said: 

"It is O.K'." The second th~rig you should do, is see the 

child and the parents. I get calls all the time, mostly

from p~ents who have adopted a child. They want to 

have the child circumcised . I always say to theI!l.: uBring 

the child tp the office," not that I ~ill f ·ind anything, 

but one should not have surgery without meeting your 

surgeon. And from the point of view of the ·parents, they 

should not be expected to let you operate on the baby 

without letting you se·e the · baby first. This is important 

to enable - the parents· to ask questions to find out your 

feelings, and for you to meet the parents to ascertain 

whether these are parents that you can trust, as well. 

There are-· some parents that you will think: "There is 

something about them, perhaps I shouid send them for 

another opinion," if you will. And if you do not see the 

child two days or so before, you will hot have time for 

the things you are concerned about. I do not ~hink it is 

sufficient to see the child the morning of the circumcision, 

or the night before. You may not be able to have it 

checked out before the eighth day. 
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See to it t~at a pediatrician has examined the child, · 

meet the parents befo.re "the c,trcumcision, and then most 

of the problems wj,.11 have been eliminated, because the 

idea is· t9 avoid complications lj.ke a pro, . not to get into 

complications like a :?.hlemiel, ~_nd then g~t out of them 

like a pro. The best way to get out of complications is · 

to avo~q them, and not say: "I am pretty good, and I will 

get out of them." 

Those of us . who ·have been in surgical pra<;tice for ·. 

years, realize that . the b~st way to ayoid complications 

is to be careful -- see the patient be-forehand, .then do 

the surgery appropriately. 

A freque~t question is: "What about hemostats?" As 

a mohel, the best thing is to avoid using hemostats. You 

will rarely have a situation of ~leeding that you can not 

cont~ol by local pressure. When ,I get a hole in the 

aorta·, which is iarger than any artery in the penis; I put 

my finger on. it, and 9e% o~ t~~ ~im~, unless- it. is a very 

large hole, just .my gloved f_inger on the aorta will stop 

most of the bleed~ng. ¥ou know that if you wrap the penis 

in a m.ild pressure dressing, the bleeding will stop. If · 

the bleeding does not stop, then the .likelihood is that you 

have a bleeding abnormality, you will not stop it with 

~ pemostat.· Avoid the use of hemostats. 
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I must caution you about chubby babies. If you are 

going to use the Magen Clamp, the compiication that you 

are liable to see is, a relative catastrophe to the 

family, because it requires a complete redo of the. 

circumcision, and this is what I call "hidden penis." 

In the chubby child, the pehis sinks into the fat fold, 

and you push on the fat fold .ang th~ penis bounces out. 

It is a postoperative surgical compLication, related to 

the use of the Magen Clamp or any clamp where you do not 

remove the foreskin to the base of corona. The reason it 

happens is b~cause the scar is now pa~t of the tip of the 

penis. You ~ave done periah, but with the chubby child 

it can now fold · over the penis. Circular scars contract 

into tighter and tighter circles, and if the scar is 

beyond the penis, it will continue to scar until there is 

no opening. The penis is hidden behind the scar. 

The only way to solve this problem is to· cut the 

scar, remove the inner aspect of the foresk~n that was 

left, arid redo ·the circumcision. The scar will be at the 

base of the corona . . The reason that this does not occur 

in the non-chubby babies is ·that ·the scar contracts, hits 

the shaft of the penis, and .since it can not contract 

anymore, it stops. 

What you should do in the case of a chubby baby is 

to get the inner aspect of the foreskin back to .the corona, 
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which you can not do with t .he Magen Clamp. . You can do it, 

if you use a Magen Clamp free-hand, otherwise say to the 

parents that "should the penis sink back," deliver the 

penis once or twice a day, placing antibiotics on it, so 

that it pops out of the fold and avoid this complication. 

I wil'l conclude with several statements. Referring 

to what Dr • . Gribetz !?aid abou·t the dramatic change of 

attitude on the part of physicians with regard to 

circumcision . Do not think that the change is · as dramatic, 

as you may be led to believe .• 

It is true that .the Academy of Pediatrics has modified 

its stand , from "no medical indication, " they came out 

with a statement that is couched very carefully. It does 

not state that there are medical indications for 

circumcision. The jury is still out . We do ·not know if 

there are medical indications for circumcision. What they 

suggest is that there is increasing evide~ce that 

circumcision can prevent real problems. I think that in 

the ·future there will be more evid~nce to substantiate, 

but I do not . think we will ever get back to the point where 

we were in America, that almost all boys were circumcised . 

It was probably a mistake -- by .making something universal, 

you get a rabid minority up-in-arms. It would be a · 

mistake to ~nsist that all boys in America .should be 

circumcised. 
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There are Jewish parents who are swayed by the rabid 

arguments. t see children who were not circl.imcised, and 

they are brought to me with.complications." 
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Dr! Donalg Gribetz: 

Thank you, Dr. Leiter. I will now introduc~ Ra~~i 

Charles A. Spirn, chaplai~ of The Mount Sinai Hospital. 

Rabbi Charles A. Spirn, Ph.D.: 

I know that you will be happy to learn tpat on 

Thursqay, December 14th, we ~ill formally dedicate our 

kosher kitchen. This represents a historic milestone in 

this prestigious hospital. In 1852, this hospital was 

founded as Jews' Hospital and was completely kosher. When 

it changed its name to The Mount Sinai Hospital in 1866, 

it beca_rne . non-kosher. A.fter a lapse of 124 years, we will 

again have a kosher kitcLen for patients, staff, students 

and visitors when it opens on August 15, 1.990. The kosher 

kitchen will be supe~v~sed by the Union of Orthodox jewish 

Congregations. Mashgichim will be present whenever the 

kitchen is operational. 

A second innovation is now in the making the 

construction of a synagogue on our premises. At present, 

·services are conducted in a gymnasium in which we have · a 

Torah Scroll and an Ark. 'rhe synagogue is to be completed 

in 1992, and will serve as a facility for ritual 

circumcision. These accomplishments were accomplished 

with great effort, q.nd I ai:n grateful to God that I was 

the shaliach for the creation of the kitchen and synagogue. 
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· I am now working on my Mezuzah project·. I want to 

affix 900 Mezuzahs on patient rooms . I need $24,300 which 

amounts to $27. 00 for a strictly kosher Me·zuzah . If you 

know a charitable person who may be wiliing to help us in 

this mitzvah, please let me know. 

This being a conference on Brith Milah, you will 

surely be interested in f igtires which I have tabulated 

during the. past nine years, from November 1980 to November 

1989. I interviewed 3,747 maternity patients· in our · 

hospital. The statistics are the following: 3,327 in 

which both the husband and wife were -Jewish, 89% had a 

Brith Milah on · their sons. This is due t o . the lar.ge number 

of Orthodox women who come here, and are mostly the 

patients of Drs. Donald and Irwin Gribetz. When o:nly the 

mother is Jewish, 225 maternity patients, 30% had a Brith 

for their sons. When only the father was Jewish, 195 

maternity patients, 18% made a ritual circumcision as a 

prelude to conversion. When there is intermarriage, some 

have decided to raise the child as a Unitarian , Catholic 

or both the Jewish and non-Jewish religions. Six o thers 

had made no final decision at the time of the interview. 

When the mother is Jewish, I encourage the parents to rear 

the child as a Jew. We have an excell ent mohel at this 

hospital: Rabbi Ephraim Rubin. I reconnnend him to many 

parents when they have no mohel of their own. 
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T})e Jewish community must have outstanding mohelim 

who know the · halakhic and scientific requirements of a . 

brith, and also khow how to communicate well ·with · the 

parents of the child. In addition, it seems to me, that 

perhaps, some religious surge6ns and physicians ought to 

be encouraged to l~arn the laws of m~iah and practice as 

mohelim, or that mohelim acquire a medical certific~te 

in addition to t.h~ h~lakhip ··qualif.ications. This will 

offer confide11ce .to some h~s.ttating mothe:t;:'s; knowing that 

a licensed surgeon or mohe.l is operating on . their child • 

. I Y.-1ish yoµ .s~cc~ss in yoqr deliberations,· and may we 

promote Yiddishkeit, mitzvoth, an4 add .merit to ·the Jewish 

community. 

Audience: 

We were pleased to learn o.f the kosher kitchen, 

synagogue and the Mezuzah pr9ject. I think that any 

medical school that teaches doctors milah endangers milah 

because parents will think of this rite as surgery ~nd 

·not ritual. 

Rabbi Sp.irn: 

I s~id: "Perhaps." In a few cases, - I salvaged milah 

by recommending an o+thodox physician from . Tean~ck who is 

also. a mohel. Moreove+, milah ought to be· t,aught. by 

rabbis and mohelim and not by a medic;:al school. 
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Dr. Gribetz:· 

Your comments are well taken. · My reaction is -- I do 

not know of any medical school that teaches mohelim. · I 

think that this goes into Rabbi Cohen's lap. He is the 

head of the Brith Milah Board. I ·f we need more mohelim, 

and we .want people to learn by apprenticeship, you are 

right. 

I want to . take cognizance of one thing. The 

Conservative and Reform Movements began to teach and 

upgrade mohelim in their own organizati9ns. 

Audience: 

I am from Massachusetts I am a urologist and a 

mohel for the past three years. What I do at a brith 

follows Halakhah and Yiddishkeii and not surgery. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

What is your name? 

Stuart Jaffe from Worcestor, Massachusetts. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

I think that this is wh~t you had in mind. Here is 

a physician who is a mohel, not a mohel who is· a physician. 

Audience: 

I thirik one is giving the wrong impression. When a 

person is looking for a religious person to perform a 
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religious function, he or she should ~e directed . to a 

mohel, not a physician. Doctors have a ·tremendous 

advantage over the rnohel, because the fo.rmer can be 

reimbursed from ~nsurance. Eventually, p.arents will only . 

take the physician and the religious aspect will. be lost. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

We can discuss this further during the break. I think 

you are c ·lose to each other. Let me advise you -- do not 
.. 

bring money into the argument. Once you do, you will be 

· in an untenable position .• 

Audience: 

In ~urope, a physician was not permitted to perform 

Brith Milah. Once a doctor becomes a mohel, the ~ohel 

becomes obsolete. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

What you have just said is simply not true. This 

was not the practice in many communities. Across the 

Hudson River there is a wonderfui doctor who performs 

Brith Milah. 



Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

I wo~ld like to introduce Dr. David Hodes, who is 

Associate Professor of Pediatrics at Mount Sinai and 

Chief of Infectious Disease of ~ur Pediatric Department.· 

He wil.l discuss some of the newer thoughts· on infection 

in term:s of circumcision. 

Dr. David Hodes: 

It is an anomaly that we have allowed the publicity 

that surrounded circumcision during the last decade to 

have .centered around questions of whether circumcis~on is 

medically indicated. When we discuss a religious ritual, 

of course, these are irrelevant considerations. They 

would be relevant, only if there were tre~endous medical 

dangers in circumcision, which o.f . course, there are not. 

Nonetheless, the events of th~ last decade, as Dr. Leiter 

told us, influ~nced many _parents negatively, and it is 

unfortunate that a vocal rabid anti-circumcision group has 

gotten a lot of play in the press, and people's confidence 

has been undermined. 

I th~nlc, h.owever, as Donald has told you, that the 

wq.rst is ov.er. If the onslaught is not finished, it has 

to a degree been beaten back . There are medical reasons 

why circumcisi?n is a good idea. Because of the Academy's 

recommendation, when a parent asks a pediatrician: "Is 
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circumcision a good idea?" he will say: "Yes." Things 

are headed in this direction. 

What will this dp for ritual circumcisio'n? In . t;he .. 

long run, it will be healthy for it. The. genera], attitµde 

of the public towards circumcision will improve, and 

pressures against it will diminish. The parents' anxiety 

will diminish. In the long run, this will be to the 

advantage of ritual circumcision. 

To be more specific, there are three are·as where 

the tide seems to be turning in tavor of circumcision: 

1) c~ncer of the penis; 2) venereal disease; and 3) urinary 

tract infection in the young male infant. 

In one of these. areas the evidence is not clear. In 

the other two areas there is not much doubt. Before 

discus'sing tI:iese, one should make a distinction when 

reading the medical litera·tuie. A medical question can 

only be satisfactorily and definitely answered when one 

does a r ·andomized trial. If one wants to know, for example, 

in treating haemophilus meningit.is, whether chloramphenicol 

or ampicillin . is better, the proper way, and the only 

certain way, is a randomized triaL When you make the 

diagnosis -- flip a coin, and it it is heads, give 

chloramphenicol, if tails, give the c~ild ampicillin, and 

see which does better. Then compare large groups of such 

children. If you ·want to d·o this properly, then the 
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physician caLing for the patient does not know which 

medication the child is being give~. One can then be 

total,ly objective. 

In many situations, this type of· study is not 

applicable, and circumcision is such a case. We do not 

randomly assign chilq~en to be circumcised or not 

circumcised. Rather parents ·make the decision about 

medical circumcision - ·- they decide for or against it. 

One can not be certain, under such circumstances . that 

what are called confounding variables do not enter into 

the picture. When you find that circumcised individuals 

have less venereal diseases or less urinary tract 

infection -- it may be because parents who make the 

decision to circumcise are better parents, have cleaner 

homes, bring their children up better, etc. When you look 

at something after the fact, i.e., children with urinary 

tract infection, and then you ask, were they circumcised 

or not, rather than going prospectively, you can not be 

certain that you are rid of confounding variables. So 

too, with all retrospective data, there is an unavoidable 

amount of uncertainty. The amount of uncertainty may 

vary. · ' Not · all confounding variables are equaliy likely, 

and in not all situations are confounding variables 

likely to come into play. 
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The studies· that have .been done regarding .venereal 

disease u.ni formly show tpci.t men who are uncircumcised 

tend to get more cases of herpes simplex. However ., t;hese 

studies are retrospective. It is possible that 

uncircumcised men have more permissive sexual behavior 

than circumc.ised men. This may be due to the fact that 

they are from a lower socioeconomic level or because they 

have a lower level of education. Unfortunately·, the data 

on venereal disease is not clear. It is true that removing 

the foresk in would remove a large area of skin to which 

potential pathogens could adhere; so, there are good 

scientific reasons to presume that circumcision is 

protective; but because · of the retrospective nature · of the. 

data, one can not be certain. 

In the case of urinary · tract infection, however, it 

strik~s me that confounding data are rather unlikely to be . 

the cause of the favorable results. What are these results? 

It was found in the U.S . Anny's hospital ·systems, carried 

out mostly in this decade on infants under the age of one 

year, that the incidence of urinary tract infection in 

males who were not circumcised was fully ten times th~ 

incidence in males who were circumcised. This is a very 

large. di.fference. 

Is it possible that the process of circumcision 

weeded out the families who took better care of their 
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children? The answer is probably "no. 0 This study being 

done in the army represents a fairly uniform level of 

housing, education, and pay scale. They live in a barracks 

situation. It is very unlikely that so great difference 

clinical dif fer~nce -- could be accounted for modest 

differences. In these variables might be found. 

Therefore, although the data~ which covered several hundred 

thousand babies are retrospective, there is no counter 

hypothesis to counter the . claim that circumcision caused 

the effect. It has subsequently been shown that a number 

· of common urinary tract pathogens will adhere very readily 

to foreskin. Thus, I think it is fai~ to say -- urinary 

tract infection prevention is a valid one for circumcision . 

:r think that it is difficult to avoid the conclusion 

that cancer of the. penis is prevented by circumcision. 

Many of . the data are, admittedly, from countries where the 

incidence of cancer of the penis is high and the general 

level of hygiene is poor. Nonetheless, the data in the 

United States is striking -- no case of cancer of the 

penis has been noted in a circumcised man in the 

literature in any of the . five major studies since the 

1930s. This degree of disparity is striking, and, further, 

the demonstration that uncircumcised males tend to harbor 

papilloma viruses which ap~ar to be. associated with the 

causation of cancer is further support. In some developed 
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countries where circumcision is not common, · the rate of 

the development of cancer of the penis in uncircumcised 

men is still ten-fold what it is in the United States. 

It thus seems that the prevention of penile cancer is 

another medical reason for reco~ending circumcision. 

In sum, ·while the case of venereal disease prevention 

is not so · clear, there is a clear-cut indication for the 

prevention of urinary tract infection in infants and in 

the pr~vention of cancer of the penis for circumcision. 

It is likely, given the generally favorable review 

by the Academy of Pediatrics, that, while we may no~ see 

universal circumcision in the ·united States, it is very 

likely that doctors will recommepd medical circumcision 

as a good idea. This, in the .long run, will strengthen 

the hand of ritual circumcision, because it will remove 

some of the doubts that have been sown by the admitteaiy 

well-meaning, but unfortunate"ly overenthusiastic o_pp6nents 

of medical circumcision. 

Are there any other medical issues in circumcision? 

I think that there is one that everyone · has ~n mind -- that 

is the question of AIDS, · the question of safety. Is there 

a danger of contracting AIDS. when performing a ritual 

circumcision? Surgeons in general are considered in 

danger ·of acquiring AIDS through accidental splashing of 

blood. ·rs this a potential danger in the performance of 
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ritual circumcision? We need to break the ··question 

down. 

First, what is the incidence of AIDS in the population 

.being served? ,. Exact numbers are not possible, but, without 

doubt, it i? extraordinar.l,.1y l .ow. In. most cases the AIDS 

patients w~ take· care of are from broken families. The 

children have m0thers who are drug addicts, and fathers who 

are drug addicts. The incidence of children in an 

Orthodox Jewish P?Pulatipn is negligible, perhaps no such 

children exist · in t:,he t;nited States. There is a possible 

exception. Fathers who have· hemophilia and AIDS may be 

asymptomatic. For. some reason the incubation period of 

AID_S and hemophilia is . prolonged.· The father .may be 

asymptomatic, .P.Ut in such cases the mothers are sometimes 

infected. The efficiency of transfer from husband to wife, 

in the case of hemophilia, is in the neighborhood of 30% 

to 50%, not very efficient, but efficient enough to become 

a consideratipn. One-third to one-half of the babies will 

be carrying the . virus. When.children are born to such 

mothers, there would be a small but non-trivial risk. 

The child of a hemophiliac father would have blood capable \· 

of spreading AIDS virus. In such a situation, one would · 

have to do. a surgical -procedure with care. 

Have surgeons peen infected in operations? Such cases 

· are routinely reported to the Center of Disease Control in 
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Atlanta. At las·t count, fewer than 15 such cases were 

reported from needle sticks, scalpel cuts and splashes of 

the mucous membranes with infecting blood. The spreading 

of AIDS through the spla,shing of blood :on the mucous 

me~ranes is very inefficient -. tt is not very efficient · 

even when one gets stuck with a need.le or a · bloody 

scalpel~ Nonethel~ss, the t~nter for Disease Control 

has recommended that in surgical p~ocedures t~e operator 

take precautions, when the person to be operated is likely 

to. be a carrier of AIDS. The precautions are: m~sks and 

a system of protecting the eyes, preferably by use of 

goggles which, unlike glasses, wi·11 not allow a drop of. 

blood to enter at the side or .over the top·. This, in 

circumcision, is prob~ly a reasonable precaution when 

there is 'parental hemophilia. 

Are there other possibilities? Could the'father be 

a · bisexual rn.an? The. unfortunate thing is that you will: 

not know this from the history by the ~irne you· perform 

the circumcision. One· must presume that:, in "ah ·Orthodox 

Jewish community, will be extremely .rare. 

Since the risks· are l0w to begin with, and si-nce 

the difficul~y and delicac~ of finding 6ut the relevant 

information tq ascertain the facts beforehand are probably 

impossible, it would be unnecessary to take surgical 

precautions such as masks and goggles in a:~Y other case 
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except parental hemophilia. On the whole, one can say ·that 

the AIDS epidemic should have a minimal -effect on the 

performance of ritual circumcision, and we need not concern 

ourselves too heavily with it. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

Ors. Leiter and Hodes wi~l now· answer questions. 

Audience: .·: 

Should the mohel use gloves? Transfusions? 

Dr. Hodes: 

If there are.no ritual objections to the use of gloves, 

they should be use~~ because they are Fart of the surgical 

procedure. 

be avoided. 

Contact of blood in the mucous membrane should 

If there is a risk, this adds to it. With 

moder.n screening programs the risk of AIDS from blood 

trans fusions is minimal.· 

Dr . Leiter: 

Is there anyone here who does circumcision without 

gloves? (No hands raised). You are all wrong both from 

the poi~t of view of protecting yourselves and protecting 

the babies . 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

How many of you are still doing metzitzah b'phe? 
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Audience: 

~en ;reque.sted . 

Dr. . Donald G~ ibet z: 

Which is more important: wearing gloves or metzitzah 

without the phe? 

Dr. Leiter: 

I thought that doing rnetzitzah without the phe was 

dead thirty years ago~ 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

It was not de~d a month ago when I went ·to a bris·. 

Dr . Hodes: . 

We have never seen AIDS from a stabl e Jewish family. 

Audienc~;,. 

I have never done a bris without gloves. · Can you 

shed light on the use of anaesthesia when perfo·rming a 

br.is? 

Dr. Leiter: 

This was ignor~d up to a few years ago •. It. is 

obvious that you can not ask the child: "Did you feel 

that?n What we know is that .ther.e are physiologic changes · 

when you do any type of stimulation. The heart rate goes 

up.. The child breathes more quickly. A child may cry. 
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You get the same type of changes in a frog,. for example, 

where ~he brain is separated from the lid. The question ·is 

whether or not the child feels the pain. Tpe purpose of 

anaesthesia is to prevent pain stimuli from reaching the 
.. 

brain so that we do not appreciate the pain stimulus. The 

question is: ·whether the pain stimulus is reaching the 

conscious sensation of the child. :Pain is saying: "I felt 

that." The question is: "Does the child feel pain?" This 

can not be answered. 

When people say to you: . "The child needs anaesthesia 

because he cried when he was circumcised, or because his 

blood rate went up." ·r do not accept that as evidence that 

the child had pain. However, you can not eradicate the 

secondary stimuli by giving local anaesthesia to the penis. 

The next question is, is it necessary? We must 

consider the complications that may result from ·. using local 

anaesthesia. There are a host of things that may result 

from · the .use of anaesthesia. The child r.\ay get convulsions. 

You can get infec~ions at the ·sight df · the local anaesthesia. 

You can get an allergic response to the local anaesthesia. 

The question is . -- was it worth it? What we do with 

older children, is to give them a general anaesthesia, and 

after the circumcision, they receive a long-lasting 

anaesthesia. 
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Audience: 

At what age do you administer general anaesthesia? 

Dr. Leiter: 

This is done at ·any age. When we do a reconstruction, 

we can not do this under a local anaesthesia. We put the 

child to sleep, and then giv~ the child a long-lasting 

anaesthetic which keeps them free of pain for twelve hours. 

The reason for the long~lasting anaesthetic is to keep the 

parents from feeling the pairi. 

is probably contraindicated. 

In ordinary situations, it 

The best local a~aesthetic is 

cocaine. You will not want to use it. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

Anaesthesia· or analgesia is a current topic in 

circumcision. There are physiologic studies that prove 

that babies . suffer pain during a circumcision. There are 

a host of articles that recommend using a dorsal penile 

block. You have heard Rabbi Tendler say that there is 

nothing halakhic that a chiid must experience pain d\.lring 

a brith. If we could find a gqod way to .eliminate pain, 

that would be nice. Many local things have been tried, 

but they do not work. Furthermore, they sometimes destroy 

the very landmarks that you have to usP.. 

The do;rsal penile block does work, but mohelim do 

not have the right to inject the base of the penis. The 
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American Academy of Ped~at~ics addresses the question and 

says that a small dosag~ of lidocaine can resµlt in blood . 

levels high enough to provi¢e measurable systemic responses 

in neonates. Local anaesthesia adds an · element of risk, 

and data regarding its use have not been re~orted in large · 

numbers of cases. They conclude that it would be prudent 

to obtain more data from large controlled cases before 

advocating local anaesthesia as an integral part of newborn 

circumcision. 

The advocates of using local anaesthesia emanate from 

the anti-circumcision people. They now have a new · tactic 

that we are caus~ng babies to suffer. We should find a 

way of using local anaesthesia. 

Dr . Leiter: 

When one cuts a . finger with a sharp _instrument, it. is 

not felt until seconds later. In the case of circumcision, 

by the time it is felt, the circumcision is over. The 

important thing is to do the brith well. That is why a 

mohel should do it, because he has more experience. 

Audience: 

Why do you oppose using a hemostat? 

Dr. Leiter: 

If you put the hemostat .on the artery, that would be 

fine. In the operating rooin, with good lighting, someone 
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holding it apart, you can not a~ways get it · the first time. 

']:'his is the negative reason. A better reason is that one 

hardly eve~ needs it. In . the newborn there is no vessei 

that requires it. Just apply pressure. It does more 

harm than good ~- squeeze it a little bit. 

Audience: 

What is the best way to d·o p • riah? 

Dr. Leite~: 

The best way ·is the method of ~he old-fashioned . mohel, 

pushing down with his fingers. The reason is that every 

once in a while, I see a -child in ~he - nursery where the 

resident put in a clamp or a probe that · got into the 

urethral meatus, instead he will rupture the glandular 

urethra. 

Audience: 

Which topical anaesthesia do you recommend? 

Dr. Leiter: 

I think that there is no efficient, good topical 

anaesthesia. 

Audience: 

The method is to use the fingernail to achieve· p'riah. 

When one uses gloves, this is not possible. 
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Dr. Leiter: 

With a little friction, you will expose the ··nail. You 

are not only protecting yourself, you are selling the 

Jewish public .on your doing circumcision. You will have 

difficulty if· you do not use gloves. 

Audienc~: · 

I would like to go back to the subject of topical 

anaesthesia. 

Dr . Leiter: 

You can use anything you wan~, and call it a topical 

anaesthesia. By the way, that is good medical practice. 

Audience: 

If a child was born prem~turely, until what age do you 

advise going a brith without ~naesthesia? 

Dr. Leiter: 

Three months,- with a full-term normal size baby. I do 

not go beyond five weeks, and then they need general 

anaesthesia. The problem with these children is that the 

parents are more concerned with the anaesth~sia than the 

circumcision. These ere my practices. What do you think? 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

I agree with you. There are times when one does not 

have a choice. It is up to the parents. 
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Dr. Leiter: 

It can be done with a penile bloc~. 

Audience: 

I began using xylocaine, until I received -calls that 

there was a long crying ·spell, beginning approximately five 

hours after the brith. I no ~onger use it. Hl~at I do now_ 

is pick up the ha.by. I tried using other types of topical 

anaesthesia, and the babies vomitted. I ~"!;:opped using all 

. o"f them. 

Dr. Leiter: 

For xy·locaine to be effective, it should be injected 

and then you have a penile block. The State Health 

Department allows you to do circumcision, as a religious 

ritual, but this does not include administering anaest.hesia. 

What will happen when you inject xylocaine into a baby and 

the baby h~s a convulsion and d .ies .• 

Audience: 

There is a warning -- do not use it on an infant. 

Dr. Leiber: 

The best thing is salt water, and tell them it is an 

anes~hesia. 

Audience: 

I had two cases where the children had a co~~lete 

foreskin, and when I finished the brith, there was a 
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hypospadia in each infant. 

Audience: 

How can we ·protect. ourselves from AIDS· when doing 

a brith? 

Dr. Hodes: 

There have been several alleged cases of individuals 

contracting AIDS through the ~ucous membranes of the 

mouth. Mqst of the time, you will be unaware that the 

father of the baby has AIDS. The incidence of AIDS a.Mong 

hemophiliacs is substantial · (70% to 80%). One . must assume 

such a person contracted the AIDS v.irus if he had 

transfusions before 1985. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

The father with th~ virus gives it to the mother, 

and she gives it to the child. David (Dr. Hodes), you 

said that it is very difficult to obtain information about 

the hemophiliac and/or homosexual, and/or bisexual . 

Knowing the population that we deal with, it would be 

virtually impossible to get that informat~on in advance ·Of 

a brith. · No one will volunteer the information, even when 

aware of the hazards. It goes .so far that they ask us to 

close the door when the child .has swollen glands. So you 

will realize that they would never tell us about more 

serious things. 
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Audience: 

I always ask· about bleeding pro.plems in th~ family and 

I do get the appropriate answers. When there is a question, 

I ask the d<;>ctor. 's pp inion a.s to whe.ther I tnay proceed 

with the brith. When it is a · question of clotting, ther·e 

is no difficulty in obt~ining the information. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

It is not o~ly clotting, but clotting plus AIDS. 

Dr. Yude lma.n, wou.ld yoµ care to comment from the 

hematologist's point of view? 

Dr. Yudelman: · ... 

It is very important that you ask que?tions about 

clotting. Dr. Gribetz is making an important point. 

Since it appear~d in the press that AIDS is transmitted 

by transfusions. This information is more readl.ly available 

today than it was ten years ago. When it comes to a 

question of AIDS, people are extremely reticent about 

giving information. 

Audience: 

What is the percentage of. contracting an illness 

in having a transfusion before 1985? 

Dr. Hodes: 

It depe~ds where the blood came from . New York 

City was the worst affected city. In New York City, the 
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risk of AIDS from a unit of blood was one i ·ri ten thousand. 

Northern New Jersey was the· same as New York City. 

Southern New Jersey was considerably less·. 

Rabbi Edwin Katzenstein: 

We do not .do metz.itza tl'phe· and we do wear gloves. 

Should we be concerned whether it will get into the eyes? 

Can we become infected by being .. close to the child? There 

is a difference of opinion in the Orthodox Jewish community 

because we do not do metzitzah b'phe and we do wear gloves. 

Dr. Donald Gribet~: 

Please clar i .fy what you mean by metzi tzah b 'phe. 

Rabbi Edwin Katzenstein: · 

The mohel puts his mouth on the pp~n wound. 

Dr. Donald Gripetz? 

What is the purpose of this .Procedure? 

Rabbi Edwin Katzenstein: 

The purpose is to cleanse the wound. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz~ · 

What .is your position? 

Rabbi Edwin Katze~stein: 

It is d~gerous to do this. 
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Dr. ,Don~ld Gribetz: 

Can we get it on the record that the mohel should not 

suck the baby's p~niS'? 

Rabbi Edwin Katzenstein: 

I go on record ~hat th~ mohel sho~ld npt do this. 

Dr. Donald Gr~betz: 

I applaud what you are saying. I assume that most of 

the people in this room think similarly. There are those 
. . 

who do not agree. Can you thirik of any way that we can 

convince them? 

Rabbi Eci~.in Katzenstein: 

A Kol Korai ap~ared in the Jewi,s.h press with a l ist 

of prominent Roshai Yeshivoth that mohelim must continue 

doing it .by mouth. I contacted a number of them and told 

them of the dangers involved~ I asked one: "What about 

the tube?" He answered: "What do you do with the t~e?" 

Dr. L. Zobesman: 

I am a physician and a mohel in Toronto. I also 

have Semicha. · The problem that Rabbi Ka,tz~ns~ein 

intimated refers to the fact that i,n the. 1$30s wh~n .the 

problem of metzitzah b'phe arose in the Orthodox community 

that babies .contracted TB and syphilis from mohelim who 

did me:tzi tzah: b 'ph~. The )~O..., ..,.,1 ?! t.ft wrote that 
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the r 'abbis ·in Hungary ruled that we must do· met·zitzah b'phe 

not withstanding the _fact that the vast majority of 

.rabbis, including the .Chatham Sofer., maintained that it 

was acce_pi;.able to do it with a tube. .The Edah Charaidith 

came out with a cherem. In 1989 Rabbi Shach renewed the, 

cherem of doing away with m~tzi tzah b •·phe·. Last week, the 

Algemeiner Journal printed a list of prominent rabbis who 

insisted .on metzitzah b'phe, and that any rabbi who allows 

this would not be considered to be a bona fide rabbi. 

This is· a fact of life. I, as a doctor, do metzitzah. 

only with a tube and wear gloves, because. of the existing 

problems. However, we must realize that there is a large 

segment o~ religious ·Jews who are ·exposed to the dangers 

of the mohe.l corning down with undetected AIDS, and the 

children are at risk. The mohel is at risk. 

Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

I would like to sit down with these ·rabbis and let 

them ~ear our side of the argument. I do not .think that 

they are aware of the problem. You just gave our side of 

the story beautifully. I do not think that I, as a 

pediatrician, who pushes milah should sit back and accept 

their opinion without informing them of the facts. 

Are there any conunents? 
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Dr. Hod~s: 

Urinary tract infection in· the ·newborn infci.nt is 

relatively rare and cancer of the penis is rare. Therefore, 

a pediatrician is not likely to urge that prophylactic 

steps against t}J.~se conditions be taken. However, if 

asked: "What is the be.st m~dical practice?" He would · 

likely recommend circumcision on purely" ~e~ic~l grounds . 

You will gradually see the tide turn, now that the. initial 

attack of the anti-circumcis1on .foi;ces seems to have 

waned. .The Academy's latest . statement was issued August 

1~89 . · Its full effect will· come in time. There seem tb 

be clear medical indications for circumcision. The 

atmosphere of terror which has been created by the anti

circumcision lo~by is going to abate • .. 

Audience: 

We are exposed to danger because we have to suck the 

blood. It is a very emotional issue with many people .• 

How can we protect ourselves? 

Dr. Hodes: 

If one does not use gloves, a good wash should help. 

In tbe mouth, it is more d~fficult, but I guess washing 

is possible. We always talk about AIDS because people 

fea.r it. Tpere are two forms of hepatitis -- both more 

common than AIDS which are borne by blood. This should 

be a greater concern to those who do metzitzah b'phe. 
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Rabbi Tendler: 

.There i s a solution of borax which will kill AIDS virus 

quickly o 

Aud.ience: 

I do metzitzah b'phe based on g'dolim who rule· on 

those who are strictly observant.· 

·. 
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Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

I would like to introduce Rabbi Paul Hait, Executive 

Director of The New York Board of Rabbis and Secretary of 

the Brith Milah Boards. 

Rabbi Paul Hait: 

I simply wish to expres~ brief, though sincere, 

thanks to the participants of ~his year's· Brith Milah 

Symposi.wn. I am grateful to Rabbi Eugene Cohen for being 

the moving spirit behind th~ Annual Symposium a~d for 

arranging each tinie for the publication of the lectures 

and proceedings of these symposiums. 

Kudos certainly go to th~ doctors, professors. and 

rabbis who give their time and knowledge to advance the 

goals of the Brith Mi'lah Boards, and who have impacted 

on our symposiums to the extent that Chief Rabbi Jacobovitz 

of Great Britain regards ou~ publications as the best on 

Brith .Milah in the English language. 

The work of our Brith Milah Boards and the other 

departments of Mount Sinai Hospital remind me of· a 

"If the mitzvah of Brith Milah is so precious to God, why was 

not Adam created circumcised? The Sage · answered: 
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"Everything that G9d created requires perfecting. .Even 

man himself is in need of acguiring a greater degree of 

perfection.n 

Tpe Brith Milah Boards have made significant 

contributions in perfecting and perpetuating ritual 

circumcision. · When mothers of newborn infants were bein9' 

discharged from hospitals before eight days, the B~ith 

Milah Boards. circulated pamphlets and literature 

underscoring the need. for Brith Milah on the eighth day, 

discouraging parents from proceed~ng with routine 

circumcision and emphasizing the importance of a proper 

Brith Milah. That was certainly a tikun. 

Over the years there have been parents who were 

ambivalent . about a bris performed by a non-medical 

practitioner, but when informed on the tr~ining of the 

Certified Mohel, fears were allayed and dispelled and many 

of these parents opted for Brith Milah. That is certainly 

a great tikun. 

The Boards and all involved in its deliberations 

are to be commended for bringing ·greater perfection to 

the mitzvah of Brith Milah • 
.. 

I also commend the mohelim who, by their presence 

here today, demonstrate their une'nding quest for knowle.dge 

.and skill in the performance of Brith Milah, a mitzvah so 
.. 

basic and fundamental to the Jewish faith and to the 

perpetuation of our people. 
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Dr. Donald Gri·betz: 

Dr. Yuqelman, Assistant Professor of Medicine at 

Downstate Medical School and hematologist at the V.A. 

Medical Cente~, Brooklyn, N.Y. He will discuss circuincision 

from the hematologist.' s view·point. 

Dr! Ian Yudelma.n: 

I would like to start with a historic perspective. 

In the Mishnah, Rabbi Judah reconunended that if two 

consecut:j:ve male inf ants bled after circumcision, the third 

child of that union should not be circumcised. Subsequently, 

Maimonides cetermined that in these families the problems 

seemed to lie on · ~he maternal side. The importance of 

these two rabbinical observations· will become evident in 

a while. 

After any surgical incision or cut we need three 

normal, components in our body to act synchronously. In 

the circulating blood are two .of these, the blood clotting 

factors, whi~~ are proteins and a small cell called a 

platelet. The third component does not concern us in this 

context, and that is the vessel wall. Of the many 

clotting factors known to exist, factor VIII, IX, XI a~d 

Von Willebrands facto~ are important. Although. the baby 

may look well, any .bleeding after circumcision is due to 

low levels of clotting factors. .A low level of these · 

factors in a healthy neonate is usually inherited from 
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the mother or father. · So that now one can appreciate that 

bleeding after circumcision may be the initial evidence of 

an inherited bleeding disorder. 

In principle, it is better to avoid problems or at 

least be prepared to deal with them~ This is then . the 

reason why it is so important for the mohel or the 

physician to ask the parents about -bleeding disorders in 

their respective families before carrying out the procedure. 

In this regard one asks about any bleeding after surgery, 

dental extractions or excessive bruising relevant to the 

type of injury and naturally about how the other males 

tolerated their circumcision~. 

While low levels of Factor VIII, IX and Von Willebrand 

factor occur in all groups of· people, Factor XI only 

occurs in Ashkenasi Jews, and may be inherited from the 

mother or father. 

So far only the inh~rited or congenital disorders 

have been mentioned. ·There are other situations where low 

level.s of other clotting factors will · be present in young 

infants and increase. the chance of bleeding after 

·circumcision. This will occur in a sick infan·t, _who 

probably is already under the care of a . pediatrician. 

The conditions would include liver disease, . or the· absence 

of an important vitamin, vitamin · K. ·The liver needs this 

to produce good clotting factors. 
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The second component, the blood platelet, may be the 

cause of bleeging if . th~ level is too low or if the 

platelet is not functioning normally. In general these 

problems will be detected during the last stages of 

pregna?).cy· ·and the pediatrician ·will .have been 

consulted. However it pays to be safe and to ask the 

mother about any bleeding problems during pregnancy and 

wnat ~edications she has consumed within the previous 10 

days. 

In all i~stance~, · if you have concern about the risk 

of bleeding, call the. pediatrician, he can arrange tests 

and obtain results within one day. 

The· la.st part of the talk will cover the issues of 

infection as a result of .contaminated blood prod~cts and 

treatment. · Tl)e worst part is that 800-900 hemo.philiacs 

in the U.S. have. AIDS as a result of transmission via 

blood products. Nobody knows how many are Jewish. 

Therefo~e, the concern that an infected mother will have 

an infected infant .has to be kept. in mind whenever ,the 

father or mother received blood prior to 1985. Since 

1985 virtuaily all transfused blood is AIDS~free. · Th~ latest 

advances in testing for all the hepatitis viruses 1n donor 

blood and techniques for removing . these contaminating 

viruses has produced a major. benefit to patients who need 

these products. 
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It is important to appreciate that good quality blood 

products are available if needed.. Most blood b?,lnks now 

allow directed donation where donors selected .by patients 

can.give t~e ·needed blood product. The last part of 

treatment is that Factor VIII can now be produced by 

recombinant DNA technology thus totally avoiding the 

transmission of viral disease such ·as hepatitis. 
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Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

Thank you, Dr. Y~delman. I will now introduce 

Dr • . Irwin Gribetz who is Professor of Pediatrics· at the 

Medical School., and he will give important comments about 

jaundice. 

Dr. Irwin Gribetz: 

Jaundice in the newborn is generally harmless. The 

word " jaundice" comes from the French, meaning yellow 

and essentially describes the yellow appearance of the 

skin and the whites of the eyes. It ref.lects an imbalance 

between the rates of formation and the rate of elimination 

of the bile · pigment. · This bile pigment is measured as 

bilirubin and it is derived from the hemoglobin released 

when red blood cells are broken down or d~stroyed. 

The problem is why is. t.his condition so common in 

the newborn period? . Fifty percent of newborn children 

have visualized jaundice. Understanding the metabolism 

of the bilirubin should cla~ify the state of affairs. 

The newborn . infant has a relative excess of red 

blood . cells, the source of the bilirubin pigment. This 

is thought to be present because of· the low fetal oxygen 

content. The extra blood cells are needed to more 

efficiently carry the lesser amount. of oxygen to the 

vital organs developing in the fetus. 
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In addi·tion to the extra amount o·f · red· blood cells, 

these red blood cells have ~ more rapid breakdown than 

adult red blood cells.· The survival rate of newborn 

red cells is only 90 days, as compar-ed to 120 days in 

the adult. 

After birth, this <;ondition changes and new blood 

cells are being created wh.ile old red blood cells are 

being broken down. The hemoglobin present within them 

is released and changed into bilirubin. The· bilirubin is 

present in the -blood stream in the unconjugated form and 

is measured as indirect bilirubin. It circulates in 

association with the plasma albumen . through the· blood 

stream, to the liver. There the liver enzymes act on the 

bilirubin and change the unconjugated bilirubin to the 

conjugated form, or directly acting bilirubin, which 

can be excreted through the -bowel and kidney. 

When we measure bilirubin in mqst newborn ·1aboratQries, 

the total bilirubin present in the blood is measured, 

that is both the con3ugated and the unconjugated. 

From the previous discussion·, it should be obvious 

that an elevated bilirubin can occur either becau·se of an 

increased bilir-ubin formation or load caused by greater 

than normal destruction of red blood cells or by the 

decreased ·excretion or elirnination .. <:?f this same bilirubin, 

due to the lack of liver enzymes at birth preventing 
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conjug_ation of the bilirubi~. which is necessary to allow 

exc~etion. A blockag~ ip the . l~ver preventing the 

conjugated .bilirubin f~o~ reaching the intestines or 

kidneys for excretion als9 may cause an elevation of the 

bilirubin in the blood. 

i;:lecause of the n_ewborn·'? pa_rticular circumstances, 

i.e., excessive amounts and de~truction of red blood 

cells relative to the ~atur~ty of the liver at birth, most 
-

ne~born infants have elevated total bilirubin shortly 

after birth. This total biliru.bin exceeds 2 miligrams 

per9ent, a vaiue which would be considered as abnormal 

in the a~ult. About 50% of normal newborns have total 

bilirubin levels over 6 miligram perc:::ent·. That is the 

amount that most observe.rs find necessary to visualize 

the yellpw color in the skin. This level is usually 

achieved in the third day of lif~. 

In .;Large ~tl,ldies, - .. about 6% of newborns have biii:rubin 1-· 

, 
levels up to 12 miligrams percent, 1% O·f norr!}al infants 

can have bilirubin -le.vels up · to . 29 miligrams pe·rC~!lt, all 

considered as phy.siologic jaundice. 

It -is obvious though, that the .fu+t;.her we go from 

the average, the more lik~ly we will encounte~ an ab~orma~ 

child. This is. the <ailer:una faced by the physicfan to 

determine . if tbe jaundice ·is physiologic and n0~al or 

pathologic apd abnormal. , Th~ physician views this as he 
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would any ether medical problem. He first . takes a his~ory -

is there any problem in the family, hereditary spheroc·ytosis, . 

previous jaundiced babies, Rh or ABO .incompatibility, 

genetic disease~? Was the mother on any drugs that can 

cause hemolysis, whether she has diabetes? He then checks 

the cha+1;:, calls the obstetrician to ascertain whether 

there was a difficult labor and delivery, whether there 

was traw:.na or bruising with a low Apgar · score. ·He then 

goes to the nursery and.asks the nurses concerning any 

abnormalities that they have noticed. This is all before 

examining the child. A physical exam is then performed~ 

It can then be noted if the child is appropriate for the 

gestati"onal age; appears infected, irritable, in respiratory 

distress, has a high or low temperature, is vomiting, or 

has diarrhea. A ·large spleen may be palpated, blood tests 

to determine the bl.ood type of the mother and child, . total 

bilirubin an~ direct bilirubin values are obtained. If 

the child looks sick, there would be a complete septic 

work-up. All pediatric and neonatal textbooks would 

contain the .causes of pathologic jaundice in the first 

weeks of life. 

This investigation is -necessary to determine the cause 

·and the appropriate measures to take if any abnormality is 

present. Within eight · days before a religious circumcision, 

the physician should be able to determ.ine the cause of the 
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jau.nqice. He should know if it is physiol0gic or 

pathologic. If it is pathologic,. he should take the 

appropr~ate measures.. The treatment of jaundice today is 

made easier because of the technique of phototherapy. 

I am il~ at ease to mention this way to lower the bilirub~n 

levei, of physiologic jaundice, because many people feel 

that · it is unnecessary to alter the normal Gourse of 

events r~gardless of the level of .the bilirub~n, although 

some autho~ities disagree. 

with physiologic jaundice. 

regardl~ss of the level. 

Nothing is really necessary 

It is harmless to the child 

If pathologic causes of jaundice are presen~ theri 

conservative measures m~y not control the situation:, and 

other measures may be necessary to prevent har:m· to the 

baby. Circumcision mµst, in such an instance, ·be 

postponed until the baby is in good health. 

The r .elationship between .ritual circUI'l)cision and 

jaundice is very tenuous. The Talmud discusses a green 

baby, green like. grass. The color of a baby is not of 

major importance. The health of a baby is. Jaundice 

does not .harm the baby, it does not cause bleeding~ The 

cause of the jaundice is the .important factor. 

When a physician assures ·the mohel that the baby 

is well, the circumcision should take place. 
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Dr. Donald Gribetz: 

I want to introduc·e Rabbi Tendler, Professor of 

Talmud and Professor and Chief of the Department of 

Biology at Yeshiva University. 

Rabbi Moshe D. Tendler, Ph.D. 

Thank you, Dr. Gribetz • . I must correct Dr. Irwin 

Gribetz on the term yarok. This word has several meanings. 

It can mean green, yellow, blue or green, depending on 

the context in which it is used. In . reference to a 

neonate it means yellow, and is so understood by al.l 

reputable scholars. 

One of the big dangers that has developed in milah 
. . 

is that mohelim put on white coats and they think they 

are doctors. Dressing like a doctor does not make you 

a doctor. It is audacious for rnohelim to coµntermand 

the opinion of pediatricians, when all our gre~test rabbis 

emphasize that a doctor is the arbiter in matters of 

health, even in the instance of capital puni~hment, when 

murder trials are involved. There is a constant evolution 

of medical knowledge to whic~ physicians are privy, not 

we, and they m~st be accepted as the final arbiter. 

This is the Halakhah! When a mohel says: "I have a 

kabala (tradition) that we do not do milah after 12" 

(i.e., if a child has a bilirubin of 12 or higher). They 

do not have the slightest idea of what. it i~ ail about 
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and yet they take is on themselves to set standards which 

are in v.iolation of biblical law. The Tor~h says that a 

child is to be circumcised on the eighth day, unless 

there is a reason to postpone it. ~here is no reason for 

postponing a bris, because of a self-declared "kabala," 

that i~ anti-halakhic. It is in violation of Torah Law. 

Such a mohel should not be allowed to practice. There is 

a study of bilirubin levels on day 6 involving 8,000 

breast-fed neonates. The "mode" was 13.6. This means 

that more babies had 13~ -6 than any other value. This is 

indicative of the normalcy of this range. I would like to 

explain something that will help the mohel adjust 

psychologically to the current rigidity or authoritarianism 

of his colleagues. Some mohelim, claiming greater piety, 

go one better. Their kabala is 11 or even 8, in. total 

disregard of the religious. obligation to perfori:n tl:le bris 

on day 8. If they understood the rea~on for physiological 

jaundice they would give up t)leir kabala. 

In a scientific study, the rationale is pointed out. 

Why doesn't the liver "kick-in" until day 5? Free 

radicals are very harmful; they are toxic to all cells. 

When one breathes air, free radicals are formed. Our 

food contains protective elements -- vitamin E and 

vitamin c fight the free radicais. The most effective 

scavenger known today is biiirubl.n. It fights radicals 
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better than any other · compound known to sc.i:ence. P.s the 

baby: enters .. the aerobic respiratory phase, free radicals 

are fprmed in high volume.. By keeping the physiologic 

jaundice high, the baby has a scavenger in his blood tbat 

inactivates free radicals and· prevents damage to the 

cells (Science, ·January, 1987) • 

If the mohel is recalcitrant and will ·not. do the 

bris, above 12 (which seems to the magic number), he will 

suggest taking the baby o.ff breast-feeding and give the 

baby sugar water, to lower the bilirubin. My father-in-law 

rJ....s was asked about this mal)y times, and his answer 

was, as follows: ·"We will break a door down on the . 

Sabbath to let the baby nurse from his mother . If the 

baby is at home and the mother. is iri the hospital, we are · 

permitted to transport the baby on the Sabbath to the 

mother because breast-feeding for a baby is "life saving . " ;1 
It is forbidden to withdraw ·the baby from the bre~st in 

order fo satisfy some ·unlearned mohel. To do so violates 

Biblical Law. Ra~ Feinste·in F J. ~ ruled that . one should 

delay the b~is, if the mohel refuses to do it, but never 

remove the baby from the breast. 

On the hemophiliac issue, a definitive halakhic 

decision has not been made by rabbinic authorities. The 

question is -- can you perform milah on a hemophiliac? 

A hemophiliac is not a well child, and milah is never 
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done on a child who is ill. This simplisti·c analysis 

must be modif.~ed in light of the availability of blood 

elements to temporarily correct the. clotting disord~r. 

When ~he pedj.atrician-hematologist prepares the baby 

for circum9ision by giving the proper blood elements 

there is no danger. There is no need to .dela¥ ·the · bris 

when t;he pedi~trician says: "I have.full confidence 

tl)at the baby will behave . normally even though two "<;>r 

three days later the hemophiliac condition returns. This 

is not iike an ant~biotic treatment for ·impetigo w~en the 

baby has an infection and the doctor suggests: "We · 

will co~r the baby with :good antibiotics and, therefore, 

you can go ahead . with the bris." We must follow . the 

ad.vie~ that the Geinorah gi;,es: '.'(r~ "'>Nrf \1 f11"?., ? (itf 
11 

"It is better to wait. " ·But with the hemophiliac, the .. 

child will never get .better; waiting will not accomplish 

anything. The law of '"j~f r'fd I l" .6 I h k ~ r, f1/ r e.' ~ ,, 
''. •rt1 t/ ,N .,/\~IC e,d.J I :J /Jn J 

applies in cases where delay will permit ·the bris to be. 

done at a l~ater time,. With the hemophiliac there. will -

never be a time, if you are waiting for a .restoration of· 

normalcy in the chi:l.d. Con.sequently, th_e only question 

is whether there is danger or not. When there is no 

danger., .when the baby is. properly managed, ·the mil ah 

should be done as soon .~s the pediatrici~n allows it tQ 
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occur. There might be some halakhic rationale to wait 

thirty days. We know that during the perinatal period 

baby is .unstable, or .less stable. There might be some 
. ·(_' , 'J ~ ,r 

virtue because. the language of the Gemorah is /C' (\ ( 'e 7 I 

"until he gets a little healthier." In these matters, 

the pediatrician should be the absolute · arbiter as to 

when the m.ilah . should be performed.· 

A conunent about aespsis. It . is ludicrous for a 

mohel to put on gloves and then re~ch in and take 

i~struments from a container which ·has never been 

sterilized. It is criminal to allow a mohel to function 

with nonsterile instruments as well as. a biblical 

prohibition • . There is no· justification whatsoever to 

increase in the slightest the danger of infection. It is 

a violation of Torah Law, and I believe in violation of 

secular law, as well. The permission to do Ri~ual 

Circumcision is no.t a .permission to violate good medical 

practice. 

Too often the mohel does not wear gloves, but carries 

some alcohol in which he immerses h·is instruments for a 

minute or less, despite the fact that alcohol takes a 

minim.um of eigh·t minutes to kill· staphylococcus. Then 

he runs his finger over the blade to wipe off -the 

alcohol! His actions are disrespectful of God who 

ordained the laws of nature. 
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We come now to the use of different types of 

surgical instrumen-ts and the question of ~,_~/! . 
There is an attitude· expressed in the comment of the 

7' O~f1. I ~"' ( .f\ ~~W' ')lo/ t e ~I' // . r . . h . ,~ ..J.'"·" 'fl/ tt-, .J.,e9 
A~y innovation leads tq conflict. There is an inherent 

resistance in Torah Judaism to change. Change must be 

justified on the basis of superior values to Torah life. 

If it does not meet t .his requirement, we do not want the 

change. We have adjusted in non-critical areas to social 

changes throughQut our ·glorious history. on Shabbos, I 

wear "old-fashioned" dress. On weekdays, I wear modern 

dress. We ed~9a~e our children at home and school to 

maintain the gr~atest degree the traditions of the past, 

but to live in the p~esent. 

I give t:;Qis as a psychological background, a kind of 

construct when new · instrumentation was presented. The. 

initial reaction was negative. When, in addition, the 

Gamco Clamp or M~gen Clamp causes pain to the child, then 

it is • It is forbidden to cause unnecessary 

pain to the child -- it i~ a bi.blical transgression ·to add 

to the child's discomf it~re. This _applies to the mohel, 

who in his piety, grabs the foreskin and then closes his 

eyes and s.lowly recites the blessing -- when you recite 

the ";')~f')? it should be s.aid as quickly as possible, , 

lest you cause unnecessary pain. 
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Mohelim, wanting to show how quickly they perform 

their "surgery," go to a back room and probe the child to 

·separate the mucosal. layer·, causing pain. · They then put 

the diaper on, and twenty minutes later when edema has 

set in from the previous probing, they then "begin" the 

circumcision. The audience is impressed: "Look how 

fast he is." Reg~ettabiy th~ child cannot speak -- only 

cry. 

If the clamp causes more pain by crushing nerve 

endings, then it ·is forbidden, for this reason alone. on 

this point there is unanimity -- no controversy. 

All rabbinic authorities prohibited the use of both 

the Magen Clamp and Gomco Clamp. No one has questioned 

this ruling, · which w·as based on t}lree reas.ons: 1) there is 

no reason to change the .Procedure unless you prove that 

the new way is better; 2) it causes more pain to the 

child; and 3) if you follow the initial instructions for 

the Magen Clamp, it is possible to have a bloodless 

circumcision. With the Gomco Clamp, you have some bleeding 

because you have to · ·ao a dorsal slit. I advise mohelim 

who insist on using the Magen Clamp to cut a little uvn 

in the jaw of the clamp. There will be a little bleeding 

at that point so that the required minimal bleeding occurs. 

The "metzl.tzah" issue has become a political, 

emotional subject. Mohel Romi Cohn mentioned ·the article 
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in the Jewish Press which listed ......(I ~(~ ' 'ef1 who 

prohibi ted milah without ~? i)fa'~I/ . In a 

perversion of the truth, ~y father-in-law ~~,.-5 was 

amongst those listed. He never prohibited making ;,)')A 
with a glass tube or a Sec barrel of a syringe. All f 1 [?l 
of previous generations agreed that if a mohel says: "I 

have a cold or a sore throat;'" that he must use a tube 

rather than direct mouth to wound contact. Today we are 

aware that there is a ~anger of hepatitis or AIDS. This 

is sufficient reason for avoid·ing contact. 

Let us understand what it is all about. We can not 

sit in judgment. One of the sad facts about our · Torah 

life today is the demand by some '..fii"'f 1 .' ) ? j> do it 

my way, or else! A new phenomenon; Hala.khah by terrorist 

action! we do not succumb. to 

terrorist action. Th~ fact remains that the 

was a pious Jew. Th~. . (,;"") Qj .J"?tg_)._ was a frum. Jew. 

And they said y('u do not have to do ;) a ( ~ :_j,. t i • 

Other . f 1 'ti ;c- insist that you do have to do 

»~ '? ~ µ), ,y, I' But to claim that if you do not do 

f;J'? iJJJj,/ , you are a here.tic, theIJ. the 

') ~ J If> f ..J.. ~ is a heretic. Whoever makes such an 

accusation against the "Chatam Sofern or the "Tifereth 

Israel" is indeed an apikorus (.an unbeliever) . You can not 

succumb to this type of terrorist nonsense. They falsely 
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quoted my brothe~-in-law, Rabbi Reuven Feinstein as the 

source for . their claim that Reb Moshe (-.;,, .J required 

metzitzah b 'phe ~x-clusively. 

It is against the 

He never ·said such a thing. 

to insist on -;>d? 'A.t!...;lll 
when there is a danger to the: child , although the odds are 

slight that one will get infected, we must not assume 

needless risk. 

The ~~- iv' J -.,re 7Jj.., says in his openi,ng conunent 

to the '. ), r ,./;' ?.JY' rrr 1
"l ( ..., ~ V t;V 

\rrJrl ,..,....,j?f .....A~t /•ffiir~ fltJ..i>i 11r•n ieo,~P 
., (1'*'.h ._}/( (rtlJ !/):/ /'"'0~ . fJ.1r ?IJ :,A) /fr' 'f.f, 

. . ' . I ' t/.,fl '1f'fr f' J..t9 ti o. · IJ' ~· 'J 'Jt frlf r I f ~/\ 7> I " I 'r· · ~ ~ /rl/r'i 
I I tu& fr/ . /r' 'i> ;-.Ji p ~}It,/ f)-Jr rr? r il :')..J r~i r '"1' 

[j"-'~~~ r ~ ,,,,,,.f .,,g ,..;) }1/J/..ft '? o/kQ..' ~ft ~'!rlu,~ .J.;~.) 
fJ fl\ , I J/..JV-Y ....)((· ,, v I ~ . \ "' 

The ') ,;/O f-J"' wrote: Ir ~ I~ ;,~7 ~,;._~ f ~ .f- t 

t~//) fr..J'k . .,Jt, ~,1 ,~()Af' Llrj'/rJJ' ~1}4?.. 
. , t> ~ . ': J ¥ )~ X rp-1t. J 

If you want to do ~) ~~~'1, you must receive 

permission from the family. You can not expose the child. 

The mohel should be aware that the c~ild may have AIDS 

because the mother may have had a t~ansfusion or because 

she or her husband are ·I.V. drug users or because he is · 

bisexual. We have to be concerned with the exception. 

I'f the mohel wants to risk his life ·-- let him do so. 

The mohel may not -put .the child at ~isk. 
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My final point is tnat the mohel should present 

himself as one performing one of the greatest """"!I Y, tt' • ,, pa. . ,.._ •I 

\\..ii J "") . , ' """ ' ~_,)(.I that God entrust:ed to the Jewish peopl~'"' r ( /\ . . • ' ~ . 

The grandstanding manner in wh~ch some mohelim act demeans 

the sanctity of thi~ great mitzvah. 

Audience: 

If you use a shield, is that called free hand? 

Rabbi Tendler: 

That is correct. It is unfortunate that Rabbi 

Bronstein called his in~trument Magen.. This confuses it 

\iith the magen or shiel_d . .. The purpose of the .shield is to 

prevent cutting the pei:lis. Bronstein' s is a modified 

Kantor Clamp with the potential for "bloodless~ surger~ . 

Audience: 

-When are we to follow the doctor's advice? 

Ral;:>bi Tepdler: 

Doct9rs use two ~tandards: one is normalcy, and 

the other is a9cep~ability. A patient has a heart attack 

and they need to do open . heart surgery on him. .Doctors 

will not say he is "normal," but rather: "I think it is an 

acceptable risk." In .. ~lah, if he is not normal, . it is 

not acceptable. Medicaliy, there may not be any serious 

objection. But Halakha demands that we wait until the 

child is normal. 
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·· Audience: 

There is much talk about bilirubin. Is there a rule 

about this? 

Dr. Irwin Gribetz: 

Yes-! When · it goes down (i.e., if "it was 19 and went 

dqwn to 18 and is now 17) g0 -ahead and do the bris. 

pr. Donald Gri.betz: 

I want to thank the speakers in behalf of all of 

us. 
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